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	Nonlinear Microwave and RF Circuits, 2nd Edition, 9781580534840 (1580534848), Artech House Publishers, 2003

	Back in the days when I had a lot more energy and a lot less sense, I wrote

	the first edition of this book. I had just finished writing Microwave Mixers,

	and friends kept asking me, “Well, are you going to write another one?”

	Sales of Mixers were brisk, and the feedback from readers was

	encouraging, so it was easy to answer, “Sure, why not?” After a year of

	painful labor, Nonlinear Microwave Circuits was born.

	

	The first edition of Nonlinear Microwave Circuits was published in

	1988. It was well received and continued to sell well, even in a reprint

	edition, for the next 13 years. Now, it is out of print, and properly so:

	nonlinear circuit technology has advanced well beyond the material in the

	first edition of that book. In 1988, general-purpose harmonic-balance

	simulators had just become available, a workstation computer with an 8-

	MHz processor and 12 megabytes of memory was the state of the art, cell

	phones were the size of a shoebox, and the term microwave bipolar

	transistor was an oxymoron. My point isn’t that we’ve come a long way;

	you know that. My point is that the book was clearly due to be updated.

	

	Nonlinear Microwave Circuits has been almost completely rewritten,

	mainly to update its specific technical information. The general

	organization of the book, with the first half presenting theory, and the

	second design information, is unchanged. A couple of chapters, notably

	Chapters 4 and 5, are essentially unchanged, for obvious reasons. Chapter

	2, on device modeling, is almost twice as long as in the original edition,

	and I easily could have made it longer. Chapter 3, on harmonic-balance

	analysis, is likewise much longer. The last seven chapters, which are design

	oriented, are completely new. In particular, design examples have been

	modernized, so they show how modern circuit-analysis software can best

	be exploited to produce first-class components.
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Bull's Sports Injuries Handbook, 2/eMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	Sports medicine is a passion and hobby that increases my effectiveness as a primary care physician. The spirit of the George Sheehan essay entitled, Ð²Ð‚ÑšEvery patient is an athleteÐ²Ð‚Ñœ is the foundation of my approach to patients. The first edition of Bull's Handbook of Sports...


		

From P2P and Grids to Services on the Web: Evolving Distributed Communities (Computer Communications and Networks)Springer, 2008
From the reviews:
"Provides rich background information to beginners entering this subject area. … The diagrams … are clear-cut, as are the snippets of codes. There are hardly any errors throughout the book. … covers a broad and coherent range of distributed-computing techniques … . People with different...


		

ADO.NET in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003
ADO.NET in a Nutshell is the most complete and concise source of ADO.NET information available. Besides being a valuable reference, this book covers a variety of issues that programmers face when developing web applications or web services that rely on database access. Most examples use Microsoft's C# language. The...




	

Xamarin Mobile Development for Android CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 80 hands-on recipes to unleash full potential for Xamarin in development and monetization of feature-packed, real-world Android apps


	About This Book

	
		Create a number of Android applications using the Xamarin Android platform
	
		Extensively integrate your Android devices with other...



		

Jenkins Fundamentals: Accelerate deliverables, manage builds, and automate pipelines with JenkinsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Continuous integration with Jenkins speeds up your projects and saves you time and money

	
		Key Features

		
			Get a perfect balance of theories and hands-on activities
	
			Apply continuous integration and delivery to your workflow
	
			Explore concepts such as the plugin...




		

Creating Applications with MozillaO'Reilly, 2002
Mozilla is not just a browser. Mozilla is also a framework that allows developers to create cross-platform applications. Creating Applications with Mozilla explains how applications are created with Mozilla and provides step-by-step information about how you can create your own programs using Mozilla's powerful cross-platform development...
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